
The Community Earth System Model

The CESM is critical computational infrastructure that enables a large Community of scientists to 
study a diverse set of Earth-system processes across a broad range of time and space scales.

The Community is not monolithic. It is diverse.

Priorities have to be set, but important segments of the Community are currently under-served, 
and scientific opportunities are being missed. 



Left behind
For the last 20 years, modeling centers around the 
world have been developing very high-resolution 
global models for both weather and climate research.

The work has now reached a level of maturity.  It 
is no longer exotic. It is mainstream.

CESM is not in the game. 

We’re here to help.
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T
he European Union is finalizing 

plans for an ambitious “digital twin” 

of planet Earth that would simulate 

the atmosphere, ocean, ice, and land 

with unrivaled precision, provid-

ing forecasts of floods, droughts, and 

fires from days to years in advance. Destina-

tion Earth, as the effort is called, won’t stop 

there: It will also attempt to capture human 

behavior, enabling leaders to see the impacts 

of weather events and climate change on 

society and gauge the effects of different cli-

mate policies.

“It’s a really bold mission, I like it a lot,” 

says Ruby Leung, a climate scientist at the 

U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) Pacific 

Northwest National Laboratory. By render-

ing the planet’s atmosphere in boxes only 

1 kilometer across, a scale many times finer 

than existing climate models, Destination 

Earth can base its forecasts on far more de-

tailed real-time data than ever before. The 

project, which will be described in detail in 

two workshops later this month, will start 

next year and run on one of the three super-

computers that Europe will deploy in Fin-

land, Italy, and Spain.

Destination Earth rose out of the ashes 

of Extreme Earth, a proposal led by the Eu-

ropean Centre for Medium-Range Weather 

Forecasts (ECMWF) for a billion-euro flag-

ship research program. The European Union 

ultimately canceled the flagship program, 

but retained interest in the idea. Fears that 

Europe was falling behind China, Japan, and 

the United States in supercomputing led to 

the European High-Performance Computing 

Joint Undertaking, an �8 billion investment 

to lay the groundwork for eventual “exascale” 

machines capable of 1 billion billion calcu-

lations per second. The dormant Extreme 

Earth proposal offered a perfect use for such 

capacity. “This blows a soul into your digital 

infrastructure,” says Peter Bauer, ECMWF’s 

deputy director of research, who coordinated 

Extreme Earth and has been advising the Eu-

ropean Union on the new program.

Typical climate models run at resolu-

tions of 50 or 100 kilometers; even top 

ones like ECMWF’s “European” model 

run at 9 kilometers. The new model’s 

1-kilometer resolution will enable it to di-

rectly render convection, the vertical trans-

port of heat critical to the formation of 

clouds and storms, rather than relying on an 

algorithmic approximation. “I call it the third 

dimension of climate modeling,” says Bjorn 

Stevens, a climate scientist at the Max Planck 

Institute for Meteorology. The model will also 

simulate the ocean in fine enough detail to 

capture the behavior of swirling eddies that 

are important movers of heat and carbon.

In Japan, pioneering runs of a 1-kilometer 

global climate model have shown that di-

rectly simulating storms and eddies leads to 

better short-term rainfall predictions. But it 

should also improve climate forecasts over 

periods of months and years. Recent work 

has shown climate models are not captur-

ing predictable changes in wind patterns 

that drive swings in regional temperature 

and rainfall—probably because the models 

fail to reproduce storms and eddies (Science, 

31 July, p. 490).

The high resolution will also enable Des-

tination Earth to base its forecasts on more 

detailed data. Weather models suck in obser-

vations of temperature and pressure from 

satellites, weather stations, aircraft, and 

buoys to guide their simulations. But coarse 

grids mean the models can’t assimilate mea-

surements that don’t average well or cover 

broad areas, such as fractures opening up in 

sea ice. Destination Earth will close this gap, 

says Sandrine Bony, a cloud scientist at the 

Pierre Simon Laplace Institute. “The scales 

that are resolved are closer to the scales that 

are measured.”

The model will also incorporate real-time 

data charting atmospheric pollution, crop 

growth, forest fires, and other phenomena 

known to affect weather and climate, says 

Francisco Doblas-Reyes, an earth system 

scientist at the Barcelona Supercomputing 

Center. “If a volcano goes off tomorrow, that’s 

important for the risk of tropical precipita-

tion failure in a few months.” And it will 

fold in data about society, such as energy 

use, traffic patterns, and human movements 

(traced by mobile phones).

The goal is to allow policymakers to di-

rectly gauge how climate change will impact 

society—and how society could alter the tra-

jectory of climate change. For example, the 

model could predict how climate change 

Europe builds ‘digital twin’ of 
Earth to hone climate forecasts
Ingesting more data than ever before, exascale model 
will simulate the impact of climate change on humans

CLIMATE CHANGE

By Paul Voosen

I N  D E P T H

At 1-kilometer resolution, a European climate model 

(left) is nearly indistinguishable from reality (right). 
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Fig. 2 Snapshot of DYAMONDmodels. A snapshot of the models taken from the perspective of the Himawari 8 is shown. The images are for the
cloud scene on 4 August 2016 and are qualitatively rendered based on each model’s condensate fields to illustrate the variety of convective
structures resolved by the models and difficulty of distinguishing them from actual observations. From left to right: IFS-4 km, IFS-9 km, and NICAM
(top row); ARPEGE, Himawari, and ICON (second row); FV3, GEOS5, and UKMO (third row); and SAM and MPAS (bottom row)

DYAMOND



Proposal to the National Science Foundation’s  
Program for Cyberinfrastructure for Sustained Scientific Innovation for 

Collaborative Research: Frameworks:  
Community-Based Weather and Climate Simulation 

With a Global Storm-Resolving Model 

Principal Investigator:  
David A. Randall, Colorado State University

Co-Principal Investigators:  
James Hurrell, Colorado State University

Andrew Gettelman, National Center for Atmospheric Research
Richard Loft, National Center for Atmospheric Research

William Skamarock, National Center for Atmospheric Research

tel: (970) 222-4983
email: david.randall@colostate.edu

To be submitted November 1, 2019

Submitted November 1, 2019



EarthWorks

EarthWorks is led by Colorado State University, 
with Co-PIs from three NCAR laboratories.

CSU CSU MMM CGD CISL



EarthWorks

EarthWorks is a five-year project to 
develop a global coupled model, 
based on the CESM, that uses a  
~4 km global grid for the atmosphere, 
ocean, and land surface.

The model will be used to study both 
weather and climate.

CSU CSU MMM CGD CISL



What a ~4 km grid can do

Thunderstorms & mesoscale 
convective systems

Hurricanes of realistic intensity

Individual large mountains and valleys

Gravity waves

Coastlines

Many lakes,  and large rivers

Cities

For the atmosphere and land surface: 

For the ocean: 
The most energetic eddies

Deep convection

Bottom topography

Gravity waves

Estuaries



Changes

With a 4 km grid, the design of the model has to change. 

Change is an opportunity, not a problem.

Non-hydrostatic dynamics 

Optimal grids

Partially explicit simulation of deep convection for the atmosphere and ocean

Explicit gravity-wave drag for the atmosphere and ocean



EarthWorks components

The atmosphere model:  A modified version of CAM6
MPAS atmosphere non-hydrostatic dynamical core, 
developed by MMM
A resolved stratosphere
High-resolution CAM-ish physics
The Community Physics Framework (CPF,   a.k.a. 
CCPP)

The MPAS ocean model developed at Los Alamos and 
used by E3SM

The MPAS sea ice model, which is based on CISE and 
designed to work with the MPAS ocean model

The Community Land Model (CLM) 

The Community Mediator for Earth Prediction Systems 
(CMEPS)

CESM Compatibility
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Peter Hjort Lauritzen 
National Center for Atmospheric Research

Boulder, Colorado, USA

CAM dynamical cores

CESM Working Group Meeting
March 1, 2017 

Boulder, Colorado, USA

Cubed sphere atmosphere grid Tri-polar ocean grid

EarthWorks will not do this.



One grid to rule them all

a numerical integration, in which the grid points on the
raw grid are connected to each other with springs. Non-
uniform horizontal resolution can be achieved by allow-
ing the ‘‘spring constant’’ to vary in space, and this is
a major motivation for the approach. Here we consider
only spatially uniform spring constants.
We repeated the calculations described by Tomita

et al. (2001) and Tomita et al. (2002) with the two values
of the tuning parameter, k5 0:8 and k 5 1.1, which cor-
respond to the tuning parameter b in the original pa-
pers. The notation is changed to avoid confusion with b
used in section 3c. Larger values of k give more ho-
mogeneous distributions of grid points. It appears that
there is a practical upper limit for k; our algorithm was
stable only up to k 5 1.1, while the highest value of k
used by Tomita et al. (2001, 2002) was 1.2. We stopped
the integrations when the maximum displacement of
grid points between the time steps becomes less than or
equal to 0:33 1024 m. After the spring grid points were

located, Tomita and colleagues selected the centroids
of the triangular regions as the cell corners. In our
implementation, on the other hand, the cell corners
were obtained by using the Voronoi principle, as for the
tweaked grid.
Table 2 shows some basic properties of the spring grid,

obtained using k5 1.1 and raw grids up toG12. Through
the spring dynamics, the ratio of the smallest to the
largest grid sizes (fifth column) and the ratio of the
shortest to the longest grid distances (fourth column) do
not change significantly. Although not shown here, the
cell sizes are distributed much more smoothly on the
spring grid than on the unoptimized and tweaked grids,
which are shown in Table 1. There is an improvement in
the maximum of l/d (last column) compared to the raw
grid although the improvement is not as great as that
obtained by tweaking.
Figure 10 shows L2- and L‘-norm errors for each

operator on the spring grid, obtained with k 5 1.1 and
k 5 0.8. We apply the spring dynamics optimization up
to G10, which is sufficient for a comparison of the results
with those from the raw and tweaked grids. Truncation
errors are reduced overall, compared to the raw grid,
with both k 5 1.1 and k 5 0.8. The L2-error (or mean
error) convergence rate of the divergence operator is
almost second order, and is between the first and second
orders for the Laplacian and Jacobian operators. There
is a small improvement in the mean error for k 5 1.1,
relative to k 5 0.8. The L‘-error (or maximum error)
convergence rate of the three operators is less than first
order, but it is still quite a bit better than the conver-
gence rate on the raw grid. Compared to k5 0.8, the use
of k5 1.1 appearsmore effectively reduce themaximum
errors and the convergence rates, although it has little
effect on the mean error. The convergence rates are

FIG. 7. An illustration of the tweaking algorithm on a couple of
neighboring cells. The cell centers (solid black circles) are moved
to their new positions (gray circles) to satisfy l 5 0. The cell wall
already bisects the line connecting the cell centers at a right angle
because of the use of Voronoi corners.

TABLE 1. Some properties of the tweaked and raw grids. The raw grid properties are shown in the parentheses. Averaged grid distance is
the arithmetic average of the maximum and minimum of grid distances.

Grid
No. of grid
points N

Avg grid
distance ‘ (km)

Ratio of shortest to
longest grid distance (%)

Ratio of smallest to
largest grid size (%) Max of l/d (%) Avg l/d (%)

G0 12 6699.1 100 (100) 100 (100) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0)
G1 42 3709.8 88.1 (88.1) 88.5 (88.5) 9.9714 (9.9714) 5.0061 (5.0061)
G2 162 1908.8 82.0 (84.8) 91.6 (84.2) 5.8020 (9.9718) 3.6172 (3.6700)
G3 642 961.4 79.8 (83.9) 94.2 (76.3) 3.0933 (9.6888) 2.0437 (2.1255)
G4 2562 481.6 79.0 (83.7) 94.8 (74.1) 1.6020 (9.6758) 1.0699 (1.1363)
G5 10 242 240.9 78.7 (83.6) 95.0 (73.6) 0.8168 (9.6726) 0.5447 (0.5867)
G6 40 962 120.4 78.6 (83.6) 95.2 (73.4) 0.4128 (9.6718) 0.2743 (0.2980)
G7 163 842 60.2 78.6 (83.6) 95.2 (73.4) 0.2075 (9.6714) 0.1375 (0.1501)
G8 655 362 30.1 78.6 (83.6) 95.3 (73.4) 0.1041 (9.6715) 0.0688 (0.0753)
G9 2 621 442 15.0 78.6 (83.6) 95.3 (73.4) 0.0522 (9.6715) 0.0344 (0.0377)
G10 10 485 762 7.53 78.6 (83.6) 95.3 (73.4) 0.0260 (9.6715) 0.0172 (0.0189)
G11 41 943 042 3.76 78.6 (83.6) 95.3 (73.4) 0.0131 (9.6715) 0.0086 (0.0094)
G12 167 772 162 1.88 78.6 (83.6) 95.3 (73.4) 0.0065 (9.6715) 0.0043 (0.0047)
G13 671 088 642 0.94 78.6 (83.6) 95.3 (73.4) 0.0056 (9.6715) 0.0021 (0.0023)
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Non-hydrostatic regime
Target 
grid 

spacing



Simplify

As discussed above, a grid spacing of ~4 km works well for 
the atmosphere, the ocean, and the land surface. 

The single-grid architecture of EarthWorks, combined with 
CMEPS, will enable a lower operation count, less message-
passing overhead, and reduced memory requirements.

With cloud-permitting resolution for the atmosphere 
and eddy-resolving resolution for the ocean,  

a single grid is the right way to go.



Simulation of 
extreme events 
across scales

Science Goals

Understanding the 
resolution-dependence of 
convection and turbulence

Understanding gravity 
wave generation and 
propagation

Simulation of global 
climate impacts on 
human scales



Our 2025 performance goals for a version of 
EarthWorks with ~4 km global grid spacing are:

Half a simulated year per day in atmosphere-only 
simulations with high vertical resolution, and

One simulated year per day in coupled 
simulations with fewer layers. 

Performance goals



Exascale	Science	Drivers	in	Earth	System	Predictability

• Short answer: Yes, with caveats

• We have to extrapolate from moist MPAS tests 

• 10 km shows 1.64 SYPD on 324 GPUs.

• Adjust to 4 km climate timestep (2.5x - CFL) ;

• Adjust to 100 levels (1.8x - observed)

• Physics overhead (2x - measured);

• SP->DP (1.5x- measured)

• Answer: 0.12 SYPD

• Cost of additional tracers (6->??) not included.

• Can 4x come from better GPU hardware?

• Close. Both GPU floating point and memory 
performance is improving ~1.5x every 2 years, 
and we’re due for a refresh this year. 

324 GPUS, 1.64 SYPD

Is 0.5 SYPD at 4 km in 2025 feasible?
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The two ocean model cases are well 
matched in resolution and number of 
levels, allowing comparison without 
inducing excessive scaling errors. The 
MOM-6 example is run within CESM 
using the C compset (ocean + data 
models), allowing us to make a 
reasonable estimate of the 
performance of MPAS-O in a similar 
test configuration. 

“Unlike many other high-resolution models under development or production that are atmosphere 
only, EarthWorks’ target to develop a coupled model has potential to answer many questions that 
other models in the same class cannot.”    — Panelist Comment

Comparison of MPAS-O (EC60to30 CASE) and MOM6 (T62_t061) on Cheyenne  



• GPUs
• Refactoring for performance portability through 

directives.
• Leveraging exascale systems being deployed or 

contemplated.

• AI components
• Fortran-compatible inference engine

• Big Data Tools
• Parallel post processing
• Data compression tools
• Visualization tools — John Clyne’s project

Software development



Year 1: integration, debugging, and testing 
within the CESM framework

• Component Integration

• Benchmarking

• Testing
• Atm. Physics Testing (CESM “F 

compset”)
• Ocean Testing (CESM “C 

compset”)

• A solid regression baseline will be 
established on CPUs (Cheyenne) 
before introducing GPU code.

• Earthworks has received a Cheyenne 
resource allocation to achieve these 
first-year goals.

CESM Compatibility
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Benefits to CESM as 
EarthWorks pushes the performance/resolution envelope: 

• Increases community experience with exascale technology and accelerates GPU 
development. 

• Accelerates the development of cross-scale atmospheric physics.

• Helps advance incorporating Machine Learning into CESM.

• Even without running the full EarthWorks configuration, university researchers can:  
• analyze EarthWorks output datasets;

• use EarthWorks software, e.g. big-data tools and the Fortran-callable machine learning interface.



Education and outreach goals



EarthWorksForce:  
Partnerships and Student Pipelines

Computational partnerships and collaborations between NCAR, university faculty, 
students, and vendor experts.

StudentsFaculty



The EarthWorksForce concept:  
Pipelining students into HPC careers. 

• Partner with university professors to 
integrate performance portability 
work into curricula.

• Partner with code owner, science 
stakeholder

• Training materials.
• Leverage near-peer mentoring
• Software Engineers “POD leaders” 

with both strong HPC and leadership 
and mentoring skills.



External Advisory Panel

Mariana Vertenstein Phil Jones AJ LauerMark Govett



EarthWorks will work hard to maintain compatibility 
with the evolving CESM code base. 

We will persistently engage with CESM, and with 
Community scientists.  

In 2025, the future CESM leadership will decide 
whether or not to adopt EarthWorks as a supported 
configuration of CESM.  We hope that they will adopt 
it with enthusiasm.

CESM Compatibility
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Communication with CESM



Extra Slides



L1	

L2

Workflow



Exascale	Science	Drivers	in	Earth	System	Predictability

GPU peak flops and bandwidth 
are, and have been, outpacing 
CPUs for some time. 
 
We estimate that GPUs are at 
least 6x better throughput/Watt 
on average than CPUs. 
 

Source: Jensen Huang’s 
(NVIDIA-CEO) IEEE SC15 
presentation.



How the pipeline works:

Training		
SE	Lead

Production		
SE	Lead

Novice Novice Novice Ace Ace Ace

Project	A

Labs

Faculty

Vendors

Expert

“[Earthworks] relies on training young scientists to be competent in Earth System Model development … 
Graduating a new batch of good students and post docs who possess this skill could have great impacts on the 
long-term outlook of climate model development”.  

Panelist Comment


